Abstract. Q-meson production is studied in the hypercharge exchange reaction ~-p--~(Krcrc)A at 3.95 GeV/c by selecting events with t(~-~Krczc) < 1.2 GeV 2. An enhancement with a mass of 1294_+10 MeV and a width of 66-+ 15 MeV is observed in the (K~) mass distribution. A spin-parity analysis of the (Krcrc) decay Dalitz plot shows the enhancement to be in the JP= 1 +S(K~) wave and is therefore attributed to Q1-meson production. No evidence is found for the decay Q~ ~K%o but limited statistics allow only placing an upper limit of 30 % for the decay ratio Kco/Ko ~ The Q1 production cross section for t(~z-~Krcrc)< 1.2 QeV 2 is 8-+1.3gb. No evidence is found for the process r~-p~Q2A with Q2~K*rc for which the partial wave analysis gives an upper cross section limit of 2.5 gb at the 95 % confidence level.
Introduction
Although the understanding of the jer 1 + + and 1 + -nonets is becoming much clearer with results confirming as members the A 1 [1, 2] , the E [3] and, more recently [-4] , with the first evidence for the H, the I = 0 member of the 1 + -nonet, a completely satisfactory interpretation of these nonets in terms of SU (3) is still lacking [5] . Amongst the questions that have to be better understood are the properties of the strange members of the two nonets usually called" QA(JPC= 1 + +) and QB(I+-). These SU(3) states are supposed to mix through their common decay channels, mainly K~ and K*~z, and give rise to observable states Qa and Q2. It is therefore through the analysis of the properties of the latter that those of the SU(3) eigenstates can be established.
It has been pointed out, e.g. [6] , that because of the Q's peculiar mixing properties, the interpretation of the mass spectra in which the Q1 and Q2 can be observed should depend not only on their invariant pole positions and decay couplings but also on the production amplitudes. These amplitudes furthermore vary from one reaction to another and also possibly with energy and thus complicate the determination of the properties of the resonances.
Thus when summarizing the experimental results on the Qa and Q2 a broad distinction has to be made between those obtained in diffractive or non-diffractive processes.
In diffractive processes the generally accepted result is that first substantiated by the SLAC group [-7] in a partial wave analysis of the reactions K+-p--+K+-n+~z-p at 13 GeV/c. They showed the total 1 § wave to correspond to production of Q1 decaying predominantly into KQ and of Q2 decaying mainly into K* (890) With essentially no dependence on the model used they obtain the following resonance parameters : for the Q1, mass = 1270 + 10 MeV, width = 80 + 10 MeV and for the Q2, mass = 1410__ 10 MeV, width = 200_+ 30 MeV. They observe also a Q1 coupling to Kc9 which is said to be large although its magnitude is not specified.
In non-diffractive processes the situation is very different : only Q1 or Q2 is clearly observed, never both. Thus in ~p annihilations at rest, where the first evidence was given for a je = 1 + (Knn) enhancement, the only significant effect seen was at a mass of 1242_+9oMeV with a width of 127_+275MeV and a 
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K*n + Ko~
Contrarily, in the charge-exchange reaction
K-p~F2~
at 10GeV/c only good evidence for Q2 production is seen [11] . It appears as a peak near 1400 MeV in the 1 +S (K'n) wave but no other properties are given quantitatively.
In this paper we study Q-production and decay in the hypercharge exchange reaction n-p~(Knn)A at 3.95 GeV/c. This reaction has been studied earlier at 4.5 and 6GeV/c by a Brookhaven group [12] when evidence was found for a narrow (~60MeV) K~ enhancement at a mass of about 1300 MeV and another in the K*n system with a mass and width compatible with that of the K*(1430). In the absence of a spin-parity analysis, no firm conclusions could be made about the nature of the two enhancements. The analysis presented in this paper will lead to the main conclusion that only the Q1, at a mass of 1294_+10 MeV and with a width of 66_+15MeV is observed, this in the 1 +S (KQ) wave. An enhancement near 1400 MeV has to be attributed to K*(1430) since it occurs in the 2 § wave. At the 95 % confidence level, only an upper limit of 2.5 gb can be determined for the cross section of the reaction n-p~Q2(14OO)A with Q2~K*n. This for four-momenta squared transfers t(n~Knn) smaller * We will follow current fashion and call it, nevertheless, Q~ m this paper than 1.2 GeV 2 for which the Q~(Ko)A cross section is found to be 8 + 1.3 pb.
No evidence is found for the decay QI~Ko~, but statistical limitations allow only to place an upper limit of 30 % for the Q1 branching ratio Ke)/Ko ~
Experimental Details
In a large statistics experiment (~ 90 eventsAtb ) studying n-p interactions at 3.95 GeV/c in the CERN 2m hydrogen bubble chamber, we have analyzed the reactions n-p-*K+n-n~ The two numbers of events given for each reaction are those observed after applying the selection criteria described below and, in brackets, those obtained after weighting them to correct for decay losses.
To improve the measurability and identification conditions, events were selected within a limited fiducial volume of the chamber and, to reduce ambiguities with other reactions, only events with a visible A~pn-decay were used. Moreover only V~ with a decay length bigger than 3 mm were retained. The loss of events resulting from this cut and from decays outside the fiducial volume was compensated for with an appropriate weighting procedure. The average weights were: 1.08 for A's and 1.10 for K~ The kinematical ambiguities affecting the two reactions being very different, their resolutions are considered separately in the next two subsections.
7he Final State K+n-n~
After imposing a cut at 2% in the kinematical fit probability, 67 % of the events gave a unique fit to this final state. The remaining events were ambiguous with the hypotheses Z~ and An+n-(K u) (--~ 20 %) , where (K ~ denotes that the K ~ was not seen. The separation of these ambiguous events has been described in another paper by this collaboration [13] .
Here we recall that the ambiguity with the X~ -final state was easily resolved by inspection of the spectrum of the mass squared (M 2) recoiling against the K+n -system: a Z ~ signal stands out clearly over a very small background. Assigning events with M 2 < 1.62 GeV a (M 2 > 1.62 GeV 2) to the S~ ~ part of the final state, the fraction of badly classified events is reduced to a negligible level.
The ambiguity with the An+n-(K ~ final state was solved through a study of the behaviour for each of the two hypotheses of the missing mass as a function of
